
 
Children’s HomeCare Referral 

 
Fax Cover Sheet 

 
Please contact CHHC HomeCare by phone prior to faxing referral:                             FAX to: 858-966-4956                   

                                             
           Date:__________________ 
 
From: Staff initiating referral__________________________    Phone/ext______________  
 
Pt Last Name________________________________    AKA___________________     First___________________________ 
 
Location____________________________________ 
 
Required by CHHC HomeCare to accept referral (include with fax):  

   Patient name, location 
   Family is aware of home health visit and agrees to possible financial responsibility if unable to verify benefits or  

       authorization  
   Names of ordering and attending MD’s  
   Verification of address and phone number/location of visit (if different from home address) 
   Physicians order for home health (specific care/meds required) 
   History and Physical/Progress notes 
   Special language requirements  
   If you are requesting medications, procedures, wound care, etc. we must have a copy of the discharge orders to  

       Provide care 
 
8am-5pm                          Contact CHHC HomeCare by phone prior to faxing referral 

858-966-4941 
    
 After hours and weekends   858-966-4941 press 0 and request to speak to RN on call **Please do not leave a 
message after hours but speak to RN directly** 
 
Confidentiality Notice and Note on Patient Records 
 
The information in this facsimile (and the documents attached to it, if any) is confidential and may be legally privileged.  Its use is intended solely for the 
individual or entity named on this coversheet.  No responsibility can be accepted if it is made available to any other person including the patient.  State and 
federal laws protect the confidentiality of certain patient records.  These laws prohibit you from making any further disclosure without the specific written 
consent of the person to whom the information pertains, or as otherwise permitted regulation.  A general authorization for the release of medical or other 
information is not sufficient for this program. 
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken, or omitted, to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may 
be unlawful.  If you have received this message in error, please deleted all electronic copies of this message (and the documents attached to it, if any), 
destroy any hard copies you may have created and notify me immediately. 
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